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Together we create a sustainable tomorrow

Where you might see the end of a product’s life, we see the beginning of something new.
At Stena Recycling, we want to create a sustainable world in partnership with our customers – a world where nothing goes to waste.
Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do. 


Why Stena Recycling
Our role in the circular economy
















We’ll help you accelerate the circular economy
Making your business even more circular means re-thinking how you manage your waste. And also, how your products are designed - and what raw materials you use.

[image: Hands over documents]Design for circularity
At Stena Circular Consulting, our expert consultants support companies with strategic advice and help them develop sustainable circular solutions that deliver the greatest environmental and business value


Read more




[image: Woman with construction helmpet on the phone]Waste collection and recycling
We offer reliable waste collection and have the capacity and expertise to recycle even the most complex materials on an industrial level.


Read more




[image: Circular electronics]Reuse -  For a second life
With our unique Stena Recycling Reuse service, we can collect your used or end-of-life electronics and reuse them to benefit your business and the environment.


Read more




[image: people with construction helmets]The recycling process
At our recycling facilities we have innovative processes in place to reuse and recycle even the most complex products – safely, efficiently and on an industrial level.


Read more




[image: Raw material]Raw materials re-made
All materials are processed into new high-quality raw materials at our certified recycling facilities and then sold on to steel and metal works, foundries and paper mills around the world.


Read more
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Do you have what it takes to drive sustainability forward?

We are dedicated to leading the transition towards a more sustainable future. Stena Metall Group IT, supporting all companies in the group, needs passionate people with IT skills to accelerate that journey. Are you ready to take a seat in our growing IT-team?


Find out more
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Circular solutions for sustainable industries
At Stena Recycling, we provide sustainable solutions for tens of thousands of customers across a wide range of industries – from retail, manufacturing and public sector to processing, infrastructure, automotive and end-of-life vehicles
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Manufacturing
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Automotive
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Retail
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Process industry
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Public sector
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Stena Circular Consulting

At Stena Circular Consulting, our expert consultants support companies with strategic advice and help them develop sustainable circular solutions that deliver the greatest environmental and business value.

As part of Stena Recycling Group, we have decades of acquired knowledge and hands-on experience when it comes to helping businesses become more sustainable and efficient through circularity.


Read more
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Confidential services
Reduce risk with information handling and destruction of confidential material in documents and electronic media.

All companies and organizations have sensitive information that should not fall into the wrong hands.Typically, confidential material includes documents and data printed on paper, or stored on electronic media such as hard drives, USB sticks or mobile phones. Sensitive or confidential information can also be contained in other physical items, such as prototypes and chemical substances.


Read more









Latest news
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A career at Stena Recycling
Stena Recycling is a part of the Stena Metall Group. We have a long, proud heritage, but our focus is always on the future. On moving forward - together.

With a career at Stena Recycling, you can be part of a better future. A more sustainable tomorrow that is filled with new possibilities and exciting opportunities. 


Available positions
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Follow us
Updates on social media
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